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Abstract  

Sports diplomacy is one of the Track Two diplomacy that helps countries in times when two 

countries cannot improve their relations through official diplomacy. The two countries of Iran 

and the United States faced many problems in their relations after the victory of the Islamic 

revolution in Iran, which made it impossible to continue cooperation with official diplomacy. 

Therefore, sports diplomacy under informal diplomacy and second track diplomacy has been 

considered in order to help improve the relations between the two countries, although in a 

very small measure. In line with this issue, in this article, the opportunities and challenges fac-

ing the diplomacy of the Track Two in Iran-US relations (with an emphasis on sports diplo-

macy) have been discussed and the relevant cases have been examined. In this article, the op-

portunities, challenges, strengths and weaknesses in this field have been discussed by empha-

sizing the theoretical framework of SWOT. The findings show that sports diplomacy between 

the two countries has been able to help improve relations at a very limited level. 

 

Keywords: Sports diplomacy, Track Two diplomacy, Iran, United States, Opportunities, 

Challenges 

 

Introduction

In the past, due to the nature of the interna-

tional system, which was mainly based on 

hard power, the main tools of the govern-

ments to realize their international goals were 

the military, the army, consultations and the 

creation of international alliances and coali-

tions. But in the field of globalization and 

changes in the international system, countries 

are trying to use all the tools, such as sports, 

to achieve their goals. Although, in the 
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framework of traditional power relations in 

the international system, attention was also 

paid to sports; However, globalization and 

the evolution of the nature of the internation-

al system, theoretically and practically, have 

changed the tools used by governments and 

countries to advance their goals and interna-

tional interests. 

Considering that the structure of the inter-

national system has undergone serious 

changes in the contemporary world. In this 

structure, political units seek to increase their 

power, wealth and prestige and use all avail-

able old and new tools to achieve these goals. 

In this framework, the role and functions of 

sports have increased day by day and are 

moving beyond their traditional functions. 

This issue comes back to some specific fac-

tors, the most important of which is the im-

portance of finding the political, social and 

economic effects of sports, its impact on the 

social strata and the growth and develop-

ment of sports sciences. 

Undoubtedly, the most important issue re-

garding the connection between sports and 

international relations is the issue of sports 

diplomacy. In another form, sports, apart 

from the professional atmosphere and cham-

pionship, can serve diplomacy to resolve dif-

ferences or facilitate relations between coun-

tries and create a secondary path (the Track 

Two diplomacy) in the interaction between 

countries. Holding matches between Iranian 

and American teams in football, wrestling 

and even volleyball have been evaluated in 

this framework. Although these events have 

had a limited effect in reducing the differ-

ences between the two countries, they have 

had a positive effect in breaking some taboos 

and red lines in the political relationship be-

tween the two countries. In this article, we 

intend to list the opportunities and challenges 

facing the diplomacy of the Track Two be-

tween Iran and the United States by empha-

sizing sports diplomacy; So, we will address 

this issue. 

 

2- Problem statement 

The interaction of sports with the fields of 

economy, culture, politics, industry and other 

social aspects of the society has made sports 

not to be considered only as entertainment; 

Rather, many capacities can be seen in it that 

can create huge political, economic, educa-

tional, moral, social, biological and cultural 

effects. For this reason, the all-round devel-

opment of sports is widely welcomed in the 

society, and it finds its position in the socie-

ty's household basket, and people show a lot 

of luck to invest in it. Along with the men-

tioned issues, the cultural and international 

roles and functions of sports have been de-

veloped. So that now sports are considered as 

one of the tools of public diplomacy and im-

plementation of foreign policy of countries. 

In fact, governments are trying to bring pub-

lic opinion with them by using public diplo-

macy in order to face fewer problems in or-

der to achieve their foreign policy goals. In 

fact, sports can make the voice of a nation 

more clearly heard by other politicians and 

play a complementary role for the policies of 

a government. 

Sports diplomacy allows governments to 

show remarkable flexibility when their dip-

lomatic relations are weak or strong. Diplo-

matic interactions of sports make possible a 

soft way to discover changes in the relations 

of countries and for them, they create alterna-

tive ways of dialogue between nations and 

unfamiliar people, and in some cases, they 

are a tool to provoke or punish a nation. 

On the other hand, it has been proven that 

sports are not only a fun and part-time activi-

ty, but a scientific phenomenon that has a 

high capacity beyond the external realm and 
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can be a social, political, economic, cultural 

and diplomatic phenomenon. Today, sport is 

considered as a tool for realizing diplomacy, 

ideology, nation building and creating na-

tional identity and common sense, and access 

to the international arena and gaining com-

mercial benefits; And the use of sports events 

for the realization of diplomacy and the reali-

zation of the governments' goals is of great 

interest and can bring opportunities and chal-

lenges. This issue has also been effective in 

the strained relations between Iran and the 

United States, and for many years, the two 

countries have tried to use sports diplomacy 

in the framework of the Track Two diploma-

cy in a way to reduce the tension in the rela-

tions between them. 

Among the important cases of sports di-

plomacy between Iran and America, we can 

mention the wrestling diplomacy between the 

national teams of the two countries in 1998 

and the football match in the French World 

Cup in the same year; those wrestlers played 

the role of cultural ambassadors between the 

two countries in the best way regardless of 

political issues. Due to its high capacity, rela-

tively low cost and high productivity, this 

type of diplomacy can work and have posi-

tive results in countries, which unfortunately 

our politicians either could not or did not take 

it very seriously. 

In fact, sports can have a good result in 

the development of peace, of course, with the 

belief and guidance of the diplomatic system 

of the country, knowingly and guided. There-

fore, in this research, an attempt has been 

made to find out what opportunities and chal-

lenges sports diplomacy can have as one of 

the areas of diplomacy of the second path; 

And in terms of opportunities, at the lowest 

cost and at sensitive times, it helps to de-

escalate the relations between Iran and the 

United States, and provides a basis for new 

attention to sports diplomacy. Although this 

research was faced with limitations and chal-

lenges such as the reluctance of some experts 

to discuss and ask questions in this field; This 

research has tried to examine these opportu-

nities and challenges in addition to the histor-

ical investigation of the relations between 

Iran and the United States at different times 

and the influence of sports diplomacy. 

In the current situation, on the one hand, 

due to Iran's current sensitive position on 

the world stage and pressure from some 

countries, and on the other hand, the pres-

ence of Iran's national sports teams in pop-

ular international events such as the Olym-

pic Games, the World Cup; An opportunity 

has arisen to reduce the pressure of the in-

ternational community, and help the coun-

try's sports elites to improve Iran's position 

in the new world structure. Therefore, the 

current study tries to investigate the role of 

second-track diplomacy in the relations 

between Iran and the United States in rela-

tion to sports diplomacy. Undoubtedly, 

providing short-term, medium-term and 

long-term solutions in this research can 

help policymakers in adopting solutions to 

improve the relations between the two 

countries. Especially since sports diploma-

cy is a low-cost, attractive and people-

friendly way to restore mutual relations. 

 

The main question 

What are the opportunities and challenges of 

the diplomacy of the Track Two focusing on 

sports diplomacy in Iran-US relations? 

 

The main hypothesis 

Sports diplomacy can be seen as an oppor-

tunity by influencing the expansion of peace 

and friendship, getting out of isolation and 

economic development, and of course this 

path has many challenges. 
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3- Research background 

Doosti and Hassanpour qadi (2021); In an 

article entitled "The place of sports diploma-

cy in Iran's foreign policy after the Islamic 

Revolution of 1979". They try to address the 

position of sports diplomacy in foreign policy 

in the governments of the Islamic Republic of 

Iran after the victory of the Islamic Revolu-

tion. The results of their efforts have indicat-

ed that the country's sports diplomacy does 

not follow a special pattern. But as time pass-

es since the beginning of the revolution, the 

governments oblige themselves to use this 

diplomacy more in line with their goals, re-

gardless of their political positions. Which, of 

course, has differences with the current re-

search, and the main difference is the overall 

view of the role of sports diplomacy. Mean-

while, the current research deals with the role 

of sports diplomacy in Iran-US relations. 

Sabzi et al. (2020), in an article entitled 

"Designing a model of the concepts of the 

impact of sports diplomacy on the develop-

ment of relations between Iran and the Unit-

ed States". They try to examine the role of 

public diplomacy and specifically sports 

diplomacy in the relations between the Unit-

ed States and the Islamic Republic of Iran, 

focusing on the development and strength-

ening of their soft power in the world. The 

authors of this article believe: Considering 

Iran's successes in recent years in the field 

of international sports, including the 17th 

place among 206 countries in the 2012 

Olympic Games; This country can use this 

capacity to help develop its interactions in 

the international arena. Although this article 

deals with the role of sports diplomacy in 

the relations between Iran and the United 

States, its difference with the current re-

search is the investigation of one aspect and 

that is the effect of sports diplomacy in the 

formation of soft power. 

Javadipour et al. (2019); In an article ti-

tled "The role of sports and sports develop-

ment in advancing cultural-social policies 

and foreign relations of the Islamic Republic 

of Iran". In an interview with a number of 

experts, they have come to the conclusion 

that various challenges and weaknesses, in-

cluding the following, have caused this type 

of diplomacy to be used less. Lack of a clear 

and transparent policy, lack of necessary in-

formation and knowledge in this field, lack of 

recognition of the potential abilities of cul-

tural-sports diplomacy. In this article, it is 

proposed as a solution; that hosting interna-

tional events and participating in internation-

al events can be implemented in the field of 

sports diplomacy by athletes, coaches and 

sports personalities with the support of the 

national media along with the targeted mem-

bership of national stars in international fo-

rums. The clear difference between this arti-

cle and the current research is the general 

view of the article on the category of sports 

diplomacy, which does not fit with the cur-

rent research. 

Shariyati et al. (2017); In an article enti-

tled "Structural modeling of sports diplomacy 

components in the development of interna-

tional relations of the Islamic Republic of 

Iran", they try to look at the role of sports 

diplomacy through 10 components in a struc-

tural view. These components include the 

following; International branding and pres-

tige, cultural development, political devel-

opment, economic development, fight against 

isolation and sanctions, exit from the dark 

side, peace and friendship, national unity and 

integration, media interactions and develop-

ment of intelligent power in the development 

of relations of the Islamic Republic of Iran. 

The difference between this article and the 

present research is that it looks generally at 

the category of sports diplomacy and its im-
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pact on the relations of the Islamic Republic 

of Iran, but the present research specifically 

deals with the role of sports diplomacy on the 

relations between the Islamic Republic of 

Iran and the United States at a certain point. 

Sabbaghian (2015), in an article titled 

"Sports Diplomacy" believes; Sports in the 

world today are widely spread in all countries 

and new international documents also pay 

special attention to sports. The internationali-

zation of sports has caused countries to look 

at international sports competition as a field 

to advance their national interests and realize 

their political goals. For this reason, in this 

article, the author tries to examine the role of 

sports, especially in major international 

sports events, in order to advance the diplo-

matic goals of countries. Of course, as it is 

clear from the author's point of view, this 

article has an obvious difference from the 

current research, and that is the general view 

of the category of sports diplomacy. 

Mannheim (2011), in his book entitled 

"Strategic Public Diplomacy and American 

Foreign Policy, Expanding Influence"; The 

issues of the system in which foreign brokers 

provide their services have been studied. Al-

so, New Diplomats: presents a picture of an 

industry in the United States created to influ-

ence American media, public opinion, and 

elite opinion for the benefit of foreign gov-

ernment or corporate clients. And it includes 

an analysis of the information of the Ministry 

of Justice documents, which identifies the 

level and type of activities of the United 

States institutions that are registered as 

agents of foreign stakeholders. The study of 

public diplomacy in America, specifically in 

this book, has a significant difference from 

the current research, which specifically tries 

to pay attention to the effect of sports diplo-

macy in the relations between Iran and the 

United States. 

Zahrana (2011), in the book "Public Di-

plomacy and Strategic Communications of 

the United States after September 11", has 

expressed the importance of public diploma-

cy in the foreign policy of the United States. 

The present book is divided into three parts: 

Part I, The Legacy of Lessons Learned, re-

views US public diplomacy in the period of 

9/11. The author gives an overview of the 

events after the mentioned incident, that is, 

the era when there was a lot of international 

support for America. It then examines the 

events that led to the gradual decline of inter-

national support for the United States. Alt-

hough many analysts believe that anti-

Americanism increased in the post-

September 11 era; But a more detailed analy-

sis of the current trends in that period, and 

especially the issues related to public com-

munication, shows that the challenges facing 

the public diplomacy of the United States 

were more complicated and costly than to be 

solved by improving the image of this coun-

try. This book tries to pay attention to Ameri-

can public diplomacy after the 9/11 incident, 

and basically, sports diplomacy has not been 

given much attention in it, and in this respect, 

it is very different from the current research. 

Malakoutian (2009), in an article titled 

"Sports and Politics", has studied various as-

pects of the relationship between sports and 

politics, and based on this study, he says that 

the relationship between sports and politics is a 

two-way relationship; In such a way that on the 

one hand, politics has an effect on sports 

through the formulation and implementation of 

sports strategies. And on the other hand, sport 

affects politics by strengthening human values 

and national solidarity and increasing political 

participation, and of course, it is also used by 

world powers, especially when international 

sports are held. The author takes a general look 

at the phenomenon of sports and its impact on 
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politics, and it is different from the current re-

search, which specifically deals with the impact 

of sports diplomacy on the relations between 

Iran and the United States. 

Anna Stasovsky (2013) in an article entitled 

"Alternative sport for diplomatic activities"; 

states that success in sports requires a lot of 

practice, discipline and tactics of patience and 

skill that help young people before they suc-

ceed in various social contexts. In this context, 

sports diplomacy as a new phenomenon has 

opened a path in sports, which aims to increase 

dialogue to open new horizons and perspectives 

and help to better cultural understanding be-

tween the people of the world. The purpose of 

sports diplomacy is to help overcome cultural 

differences in sports and its active role in bring-

ing people closer together. As an activity, sport 

diplomacy first of all teaches good skills such 

as leadership, teamwork, respect for rules and 

respect for each other and respect for differ-

ences. In this article, the author deals with the 

influence of his ministry on the general aspects 

of people's cultural and social life, such as lead-

ership, etc., and in this sense, it is significantly 

different from the current research. 

 

4-Theoretical framework 

The efficient use of planning techniques and 

methods in approaches based on strategic 

thinking requires a correct understanding of 

the theoretical foundations supporting these 

techniques and methods. 

 

SWOT stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities and Threats. 

 

Strengths 

Strengths describe what organizations excel 

at and what separates them from competitors: 

for example, a strength can be a strong brand, 

customer loyalty, unique technology, etc. 

 

Weaknesses 

Weaknesses do not allow the performance of 

the organization to reach the optimal level. 

They are the points that the business needs to 

improve in order to gain an edge over the 

competition. 

 

Opportunities 

Opportunities refer to favorable external fac-

tors that can provide competitive advantage 

to the organization. 

 

Threats 

Threats include factors that have the possibil-

ity of harming the organization. 

 

Discussion 

The relations between Iran and America in 

the past century have been completely oppo-

site ends of a spectrum; One end of it is be-

fore the Islamic revolution, and the other end 

appeared after the Islamic revolution, which 

continues to this day. In the first place, 

American relations were formed on the basis 

of a very close strategic alliance that the two 

countries were always in a very good condi-

tion and many regional issues were discussed 

and debated within the framework of the ties 

between these two countries. During this pe-

riod, Iran benefited from the advantages of 

friendship with America, which includes the 

use of scientific and military technologies, 

deep cultural and political ties. In the military 

aspect, the Shah was allowed to buy many 

products that America used in its army, and 

in the political aspect, it was seen as a safe 

island and America's hope for the future of 
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the Middle East. Instead, the Shah provided 

America with everything from the Golan re-

gion in various domestic and regional arenas. 

On the other side of this spectrum is the post-

revolution era, when these relations have ex-

perienced an intensifying tension. The Islam-

ic Revolution turned the safe island of the 

Shah and Iran into a mirage for America and 

was considered a strategic failure for this 

country, which had not made any prepara-

tions to face it. From this period onwards, the 

trend of tension-causing issues between the 

two countries has always increased, and has 

spread to various political-security, cultural, 

social and economic fields. After the revolu-

tion, Iran became the most important ideolog-

ical enemy of America and offered the most 

anti-American content to the international 

arena. 

 

5- Iran-US relations from 1998 to 2022 

In the years before the Islamic Revolution, 

Iran was considered one of the main allies of 

the United States in the Middle East region, 

which played an irreplaceable position in 

Washington's global policies. But the occur-

rence of the Islamic Revolution of 1979 basi-

cally changed the relationship between Iran 

and America from a special relationship to a 

hostile one. However, this did not prevent US 

presidents in both parties, from Ronald 

Reagan to Donald Trump, to reach a possible 

detente with Tehran. There are many ideolog-

ical, political and economic factors behind 

the inability of Washington and Tehran to 

normalize their relations in the last four dec-

ades. However, one of the things that has re-

ceived less attention is the US presidential 

election cycle, the subsequent change of ad-

ministrations and their impact on Iran's poli-

tics in creating a moderate or extreme issue. 

In fact, on both sides of the hostile rela-

tions between Iran and the United States, it is 

the nature of the change of government that 

has reduced the possibility of de-escalation to 

the minimum possible. For example, in order 

to de-escalate tensions between Iran and 

America, the continuation of Seyyed Mo-

hammad Khatami's presidency was as neces-

sary as the continuation of Barack Obama's 

presidency. It is an undeniable fact that on 

both sides of the tension, the establishment of 

relatively extreme governments has prevent-

ed the de-escalation of tensions. 

Especially in the years after 1998, when 

the government of the Islamic Republic of 

Iran achieved stability in the governance cy-

cle, this issue has been more evident than 

ever before. Therefore, by dividing on the 

effectiveness of different presidents, different 

periods are drawn in the field of relations 

between Tehran and Washington. 

At the end of Bill Clinton's presidency, 

which coincided with the effectiveness of the 

reform government led by Seyyed Moham-

mad Khatami, the opportunity was provided 

for Iran and the United States to put the path 

of de-escalation on the agenda. But the defeat 

of Al Gore, the representative of the Demo-

cratic Party, against the Republican George 

Bush, who was the leader of the American 

neoconservative spectrum, further caused the 

realization of such an event to be completely 

forgotten; Because basically, Bush and the 

Republicans had radical positions against 

Tehran. In the meantime, the terrorist inci-

dent of September 11, 2001 became the rea-

son for Tehran to be reduced from the posi-

tion of the savior of the dialogue of civiliza-

tions to the axis of evil in America. 

In this situation, the release of confidential 

information about Iran's nuclear program and 

the establishment of the revolutionary and 

conservative government of Mahmoud Ah-

madinejad in Iran made the two countries' 

entry into the field of de-escalation and dis-
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pute resolution even more dark and ambigu-

ous. At the end of George Bush's administra-

tion, the pressure of sanctions on Iran was 

doubled, and this problem increased even 

more after the effectiveness of Barack 

Obama and as a result of his diplomatic ef-

forts to create a global consensus against 

Iran. Although Barack Obama had a relative-

ly soft position for cooperation and reconcili-

ation with Iran, Ahmadinejad's government 

closed the door to de-escalation by consider-

ing the sanctions to be a piece of paper and 

not trusting Washington's positions. 

Nevertheless, as a result of holding the 

presidential elections in Iran in 2013 and the 

establishment of the moderate government 

headed by Hassan Rouhani, the door was 

opened for negotiations between Tehran and 

Washington. The coincidence of two moder-

ate governments in Iran and the United States 

was basically a suitable ground for reaching 

an agreement on Iran's nuclear program, the 

result of which could be seen in the 2015 nu-

clear agreement under the title of the Joint 

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). 

However, contrary to the current trend, in the 

2016 US presidential elections, just like the 

chain of events in the relations between the 

two sides, this time it was the turn of a person 

who was basically a sworn enemy of the 

JCPOA; And he considered himself commit-

ted to breaking this agreement after reaching 

the presidency of the White House. 

The coming to power of Donald Trump in 

2017 was the new procedure of ending the 

de-escalation process and entering the new 

arena of increasing tension between the two 

countries of Iran and the United States. In a 

situation where Rouhani's government ex-

pected to negotiate with the United States on 

the cancellation of non-nuclear sanctions; 

Suddenly, with Donald Trump's decision in 

2018, Washington withdrew from the 2015 

nuclear agreement and the unilateral return of 

sanctions against Iran was keyed. In general, 

it can be stated that the sequence and contin-

uation of confrontation between moderate 

and conservative governments on the basis of 

ideological, political and cultural differences 

has been the basis of more than four decades 

of continuous tension between Tehran and 

Washington. 

 

6- Sports diplomacy as a part of the Track 

Two diplomacy and its impact on the rela-

tions between Tehran and Washington in 

1998-2019 

From traditional diplomacy to new diploma-

cy, sport has had a "beyond entertainment" 

function that is often used or abused by rul-

ing elites. Sports, as one of the key compo-

nents of soft power, can be an efficient tool 

in determining diplomatic relations. Many 

policymakers and experts support the belief 

that sports diplomacy is an easy, safe and 

gentle tool to improve international relations 

(Min & Choi, 2018). They have used major 

events as a political propaganda to serve as a 

way to advance the diplomatic goals of the 

host countries (Won & Chiu, 2019). If the 

message and image of a nation is transmitted 

through sports and the positive characteristics 

of sports, the perception of the people of oth-

er countries about another country will un-

dergo a fundamental change (Murray, 2012).  

Therefore, the diplomacy of the second 

path, focusing on sports diplomacy, can help 

to strengthen the relations between different 

countries and also help rebuild the image of a 

country in the eyes of the world and other 

countries. The necessity of this type of di-

plomacy for Iran and America is undeniable. 

Despite the tensions between America and 

Iran and the lack of official diplomatic rela-

tions between the two countries, various 

types of people-to-people exchanges, espe-
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cially sports, have been among the few forms 

of civil interaction between the two sides in 

the years after the victory of the Islamic Rev-

olution. 

Based on the diplomacy of the second 

path, a deeper reading can be achieved. In 

this regard, while more than two decades of 

talking about dialogue with the US on any 

issue, it is faced with severe attacks from ex-

tremists. Regardless of hostile political rela-

tions, Iranian athletes compete with their 

American rivals and millions of people watch 

these competitions. Therefore, sports events 

and other exchanges have played a leading 

role in strengthening the public diplomacy of 

Iran and the United States. These examples 

of the second track diplomacy, relying on 

sports diplomacy, have challenged the mali-

cious stereotypes against Iranians that have 

become an ingrained part of the American 

political discourse (Entessar, February 9, 

2017). 

Iran's revolutionaries and Islamic rulers 

who initially had a negative approach to 

competing and participating in various sports 

arenas, especially against America; They 

quickly understood the importance of this 

issue and encountered its positive functions 

in creating a new image of their country, so 

they welcomed it with a more positive view. 

Of course, at first glance, the idea of improv-

ing relations between the people of Iran and 

the United States, as well as the two govern-

ments, through sports competitions seemed 

somewhat strange, because international 

sports events often crystallize nationalist feel-

ings. Especially since the spirit of sports is relat-

ed to competition, which means that in a sports 

competition, unlike, for example, a meeting be-

tween filmmakers and academics, each side in-

tends to show its superiority over the other.  

This "multiplicity of meanings and sym-

bols" makes sports diplomacy "one of the 

most ambiguous tools of doing diplomacy", 

which makes it particularly useful; Because 

"it can show that a country is strong and not 

to be underestimated, but also flexible and 

negotiable (Peppard and Riordan, 1993: p. 9). 

Therefore, competition and cooperation are 

symbolized by the same event. On a more 

practical level, administrators, coaches and 

diplomats need to work together to create 

sporting exchanges, which can help break the 

ice between officials and ordinary citizens of 

remote countries (Peppard and Riordan, 

1993: p.2). Of course, as it was said in the 

discussion of sports diplomacy, the im-

portance of sports diplomacy is that it in-

volves the politicians behind the story and in a 

warm atmosphere, in order to send the neces-

sary pulses to the politicians of other countries. 

In the historical dimension, the im-

portance and function of sports diplomacy in 

Iran-US relations was understood by Wash-

ington before the Islamic Revolution. This 

was also related to the prevalence of anti-

American atmosphere caused by the initial 

waves of the revolution and the overthrow of 

the national government of Mohammad 

Mossadegh with the cooperation of the Unit-

ed States. The Shah of Iran, who fled the 

country due to internal opposition, returned 

to the country on August 19, 1953 with the 

direct support of the American and British 

governments and after the overthrow of the 

Mossadegh government. The disillusionment 

of the Iranian people with the Americans due 

to their interference in the country's internal 

affairs led to a wide wave of anti-American 

views and movements. Especially since this 

wave was welcomed by the enthusiasts of the 

anti-imperialist ideas of communism. 

Therefore, two years later, on April 13, 

1955, David Albritton, the former American 

Olympic high jump champion, arrived in 

Tehran. The US Department of State and the 
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Iranian government had invited this retired 

athlete for an initial period of four months to 

promote American sports in this country. 

Albritton's trip formed an important part of 

the US sports diplomacy campaign of the 

1950s that influenced public affairs. In addi-

tion to trying to dissuade Iranians from sup-

porting the Soviet Union, these initiatives 

were aimed at promoting positive perceptions 

of the United States among a population that 

was increasingly drawn to anti-American 

rhetoric and slogans (Wainwright, 2021: 

p.812). The US Intelligence Agency imple-

mented these policies on behalf of the State 

Department. In 1953, Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

the new president of the United States, 

founded the organization to promote his 

country's norms, values, and ideas to audi-

ences abroad. 

Based on the evaluation of this organiza-

tion, sports were evaluated as the most effec-

tive way to interact with the people of Iran. 

Certain sports entertainments were deeply 

rooted in the public consciousness, which 

were very effective in shaping national iden-

tity. The Iranian government assisted the 

agency's efforts here. Senior officials wanted 

to prevent citizens from traditional enter-

tainment such as Iranian wrestling. Instead, 

they sought to show the modernity, power 

and development of Iran by increasing the 

interest and participation of people in com-

petitive sports of other countries. This in-

cluded wrestling and football, as well as the 

various athletics competitions present in the 

Olympics (White House Office, July 14, 

1953). 

The new approach was the basis for plan-

ning a diplomatic application program to de-

velop relations with Iran and also to create a 

positive image of America in the minds of 

Iranians. As a result, after the Islamic Revo-

lution, when the tensions were high, it could 

be used as a less expensive way to de-

escalate. The most important period of the 

formation of these relations was from the 

beginning of Seyyed Mohammad Khatami's 

presidency, which will be discussed further. 

During this time, while the US govern-

ment insisted that government-to-government 

negotiations were only a means to begin the 

process of improving relations. A number of 

non-governmental organizations in the Unit-

ed States responded enthusiastically to 

Khatami's invitation to exchange elites, pro-

fessors, and cultural relations within the 

framework of Second Track diplomacy. At 

that time, several Iranian delegations have 

visited the United States and a smaller num-

ber of Americans have also visited Iran, 

which usually had positive results (Chehabi, 

2007: p. 89). The most famous sports con-

tacts that received special attention, which 

also brought many positive reactions, were 

the mutual meetings between Iranian and 

American wrestlers and the football match 

between Iran and the United States on June 

21, 1998 in Lyon, France, which became 

known as the match of the century. 

Iran's presence in the international sports 

scene continued despite the revolution, be-

cause the importance of this arena was under-

stood by the revolution. Of course, Iran boy-

cotted both the 1980 Olympic Games in 

Moscow (due to the Soviet invasion of Af-

ghanistan) and the 1984 Games in Los Ange-

les (to show opposition to American hegem-

ony) in the name of the declared foreign poli-

cy of the new regime. The doctrine of "Nei-

ther West nor East" was undoubtedly the 

most important foreign policy declared by 

Iran at that time. 

In this way, Iranian athletes were banned 

from participating in the Olympic Games for 

12 years, which caused a lot of damage to the 

country's sports. In fact, it must be said that 
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the opportunity that sports diplomacy could 

provide to political diplomacy was easily 

lost. This opportunity, the use of sports di-

plomacy, could have been used to introduce 

and issue the message of Iran's nascent revo-

lution to other countries of the world, but 

unfortunately, this opportunity was easily 

missed. After that, when Iran sent a team 

abroad, some athletes used this trip to escape. 

while the rest were told to use competitions 

for Islamic propagation (Keddie and Mark, 

1990). In some of these events, Iranian ath-

letes competed with Americans, but they 

were not always willing to face Israelis. 

But regarding the sports diplomacy be-

tween the United States and Iran, it should be 

said: these links are mainly focused on the 

two disciplines of freestyle wrestling and 

football. Given the stark disparity between 

the United States, as the world's biggest 

sporting power since the fall of the Soviet 

Union in terms of Olympic medals won, and 

Iran, which has had a much more limited 

presence on the international sports scene, 

these two fields are ideal. Because in free-

style wrestling, both countries are among the 

best in the world, while in football, both are 

definitely ordinary (Chehabi, 2007: p.96).  

This would have prevented humiliating 

sporting defeats that could have done more 

harm by hurting national pride. It should be 

noted, however, that in the United States, 

wrestling and football, while attracting mil-

lions of sports fans in high schools and col-

leges, are not spectator sports. In addition, 

international sports events are less televised 

in the United States than in Iran, as Ameri-

cans show much less interest in world cham-

pionships or foreign sports and prefer to 

watch American football or basketball 

matches of their local teams. This factor lim-

its the potential of sports contacts in wres-

tling and football to change the attitude of the 

American people about Iranians and the po-

litical system of this country. However, this 

issue is the opposite in Iran. Not only wres-

tling is a very popular sport, but football has 

also found a special place among Iranian 

people. However, Iranians not only support 

domestic teams in these two sports, especial-

ly football, but also keenly follow world and 

regional football tournaments and, to a lesser 

extent, wrestling. This makes Iranian people 

more effective than Americans in sports di-

plomacy. 

 

7- Football match of the century and rede-

fining sports diplomacy between Iran and 

America 

The gap between Iran qualifying for the 

World Cup in France in November 1997 and 

the match against the United States on June 

21, 1998 was accompanied by a fierce con-

flict between the officials of Iran's domestic 

sports, part of which was the tension between 

the reformist and fundamentalist political 

forces. But in the end, Khatami's comrades 

won, and before that, the speakers of Jam 

announced that they will surprise the world. 

Takhti’s tradition is now included: it provides 
a reservoir of values and attitudes embedded 

in traditional Iranian culture that can be used 

to correct the image of the "ugly Iranian". Far 

from opposing their host, the Iranian players 

came to the field with a display of zeal and a 

revolutionary look, well-groomed and with-

out beards (Chehabi, 2007: p.99) and pre-

sented a bouquet of flowers to their counter-

parts before each game. 

The media called the Iran-US football 

match a game of spite and revenge; But the 

American and Iranian authorities had ordered 

the players to be polite and FIFA, as the gov-

erning body of world football, had declared 

June 21 as "Fair Play Day". Clinton recorded 

a message broadcast before the game in 
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which he expressed hope that the game 

would be "a step toward ending the alienation 

between our nations" (Longman, 21 June 

1996: p. 2). When the big moment arrived, 

the two teams exchanged gifts and eschewed 

the customary pre-match photos in favor of a 

group photo with all 22 players to kick off 

the match. After the end of the game, when 

the Iranian team won 2-1, the players 

changed their shirts. The two teams jointly 

received the FIFA Fair Play Award on 1 

February 1999 (Vecsey, 22 June 1998: C1 

and C9). 

Clinton congratulated the victory of the 

Iranian team. In Iran, the official reaction, 

like the government itself, was Janus like. 

President Khatami emphasized sports ethics 

and said: "What is important is the effort, 

hard work, solidarity, skill and intelligence 

of our youth", but admitted that "of course, 

when the result of this effort is victory, the 

feeling of happiness increases". Ayatollah 

Khamenei, on the other hand, likened the 

victory to the revolution and the war with 

Iraq and said: "Tonight, the strong and arro-

gant opponent felt the bitter taste of defeat 

at your hands again." At the grassroots level 

in Iran, people celebrated their team's victo-

ry instead of America's defeat, and the gen-

eral joy was devoid of any anti-American 

flavor. Elsewhere in the Middle East, how-

ever, the population celebrated the US de-

feat, particularly in the Shia-dominated are-

as of Lebanon, where Iran enjoys a degree 

of soft power (Sciolino, 22 June 1998: c9). 

Of course, the result was largely ignored in 

America. 

Of course, the football diplomacy between 

the two countries did not end here, and two 

years later, in January 2018, the Iranian nation-

al football team, which won the game of the 

century in the French World Cup, was invited 

to hold a friendly match in Los Angeles. Alt-

hough this meeting did not have the sensitivity 

of the previous meeting, it showed that the two 

countries have realized the importance of foot-

ball to reduce tensions and a way for more 

communication, especially through the second 

path. These sporting events were followed by 

other similar events that included wrestling, 

football and other less popular sports. 

 

8- Obstacles of sports diplomacy in the 

Trump era 

In this regard, American and Iranian sports 

diplomacy became a victim of Trump's 

harsh policy towards the Islamic Republic 

and Iranians in general. President Trump's 

executive order temporarily banning Irani-

ans from traveling to the United States had 

a devastating effect on the 2017 World 

Wrestling Championships in Kermanshah. 

Trump's decision immediately affected 

Iran's sports teams, as the US government 

denied visas to Iran's archery team to par-

ticipate in the Vegas Shoot, the world's 

largest and most prestigious archery tour-

nament. Partly due to Trump's executive 

order and partly due to the non-issuance of 

visas for the Iranian archery team, Iran's 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced on 

January 3, 2017 that it would reciprocate 

by not issuing visas to the US wrestling 

team to travel to Iran. 
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(Chart 1) which is a kind of framework of the role of sports diplomacy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart: 1 (research findings) 

 

Finally, the paradigm model of diplomacy 

of the Track Two based on sports diplomacy 

in the relations between Iran and the United 

States is presented in Figure 1. As shown in 

the above figure, one of the necessities of 

sports diplomacy in the relations between 

Iran and the United States is to pay attention 

to the evaluation of the implementation of 

roles, the evaluation of the achievement of 

goals, and the observance of basic rules. This 

is in line with solving management issues 

(mediation), for this purpose, it is necessary 

that the officials provide the necessary condi-

tions for multilateral development, solidarity, 

communication management, international 

prestige (strategies).  

It is also an important requirement to have 

short-term and medium-term goals, and it 

seems necessary to create structural changes 

in this field (fields). The role of sports diplo-

macy in preventing confrontation and ex-

panding interactions; The role of sports di-

plomacy in cultural development; The role of 

sports diplomacy in national unity and inte-

gration, the role of sports diplomacy in peace 

and friendship; Exit from Enzo and economic 

development are  

Other requirements for examining the 

role of sports diplomacy in the relations 

between Iran and America (phenomenon 

(core category)). Of course, it should be 

kept in mind that without defining and 

specifying the components of the imple-

mentation of roles and basic rules, sports 

diplomacy cannot proceed (results and con-

sequences). 

The role of sports di-

plomacy in preventing 

confrontation and de-

veloping interactions 

The role of sports 

diplomacy in cul-

tural development 

Iran-US  

Relations 

The role of sports 

diplomacy in na-

tional unity and 

integration 

The role of sports di-

plomacy in peace and 

friendship and exit 

from Enzo, economic 

development 
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The paradigmatic model of the role of the Track Two diplomacy in Iran-US relations 

 

Conclusion 

The role of sports diplomacy as one of the 

main types of second track diplomacy on the 

relations between Iran and the United States 

of America in 1998 to 2019 was discussed. In 

addressing this issue, by presenting a unified 

theoretical framework model, an attempt was 

made to examine the function of sports di-

plomacy in the field of de-escalation or esca-

lation of relations between Iran and the Unit-

ed States. According to the findings of the 

current research, sports diplomacy, as one of 

 

the main types of diplomacy of the 

secondpath, has had a special function in 

building the relations between Tehran and 

Washington during the years after 1998 and 

has played a significant role in the relations 

between the two countries of Iran and the 

United States.  

To such an extent that after every sports 

event between the two countries, politicians 

have also offered their opinion and also 

sports, cultural, economic and political direc-

tions. In the years under review, sports have 

Exact Causal Conditions: Examining the Status Quo 

By examining the components of sports diplomacy 

Phenomenon: (core categories) 

The role of sports diplomacy in preventing confrontation 

and expanding interactions, the role of sports diplomacy 

in cultural development, the role of sports diplomacy in 

national unity and integration, the role of sports diplo-

macy in peace and friendship, getting out of isolation 

and economic development. 

Strategies 

Multilateral devel-

opment, solidarity, 

management 
Communication, 

international  

prestige 

mediation 

Evaluation of the 

implementation of 

roles, evaluation 

Achieving goals, 

following basic 

rules 

 
Fields 

Short and medium term 

Results and consequences: implementation of roles and 

ground rules 
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been a key diplomatic tool to not only estab-

lish non-political relations between the two 

countries, but also to reduce tensions and 

even in some cases express regret for Ameri-

ca's past behavior towards Iran and Iranians. 

Sports at the initial stage of this research 

made the non-political relations between Iran 

and the United States have a new experience, 

and until today, it has been one of the main 

levels of continuity of ties between the two 

countries despite all the tensions. 

Although Iran-US relations have gone 

through two general stages in the past centu-

ry, with the introduction of public diplomacy, 

second track diplomacy and sports diploma-

cy, the second era of relations between the 

two countries has taken on extremely 

complex forms and dimensions. In the first 

era, diplomacy was often pursued through 

the official links of the Ministry of For-

eign Affairs, which is at the highest levels. 

Sports at the initial stage of this research 

made the non-political relations between 

Iran and the United States have a new ex-

perience, and until today, it has been one 

of the main levels of continuity of ties be-

tween the two countries despite all the 

tensions. 

Although Iran-US relations have gone 

through two general stages in the past centu-

ry, with the introduction of public diplomacy, 

second track diplomacy and sports diploma-

cy, the second era of relations between the 

two countries has taken on extremely com-

plex forms and dimensions. In the first era, 

diplomacy was often pursued through the 

official links of the Ministry of Foreign Af-

fairs, which is at the highest levels. During 

this period, of course, we are gradually wit-

nessing the strengthening of cultural, sports, 

artistic, social and economic relations be-

tween the two countries, but all these ties 

were overshadowed by diplomatic and politi-

cal ties that were at a favorable level, so their 

importance was not understood. 

The occurrence of the Islamic Revolution, 

which was the end of the previous deep and 

direct diplomatic relations, created a gap be-

tween the two countries, which highlighted 

the necessity of a third party (Switzerland) 

between the two countries. However, the 

emergence of new discourses in Iran provid-

ed the platform for indirect diplomatic rela-

tions and the second track, with sports di-

plomacy at the forefront. The exchange of 

teams and athletes, hosting of sports competi-

tions, common sports topics between the two 

countries, participation in competitions and 

mutual competition made the importance and 

function of this diplomacy to be noticed. To 

such an extent that the diplomats were pursu-

ing diplomatic and political goals behind the-

se sports developments. The two countries 

found sports diplomacy as a low-cost, at-

tractive and people-friendly way to restore 

mutual relations and took maximum ad-

vantage of it. 

Proponents of second track diplomacy, 

public diplomacy, cultural diplomacy, and 

sports diplomacy emphasize the difference 

that people can make in the relations between 

their countries. However, participation in 

foreign policy can be a double-edged sword. 

Considering the performance of Iran's politi-

cal system, which was designed to negate the 

absolute power of the United States, the mo-

bilization of public opinion is perhaps the 

best hope for overcoming bilateral problems, 

which became the basis for the foundation of 

sports diplomacy after the revolution.  

This mobilization to rebuild the Iranians' 

mental image of America has also been no-

ticed and welcomed by American political 

and sports decision-makers and has contin-

ued. Sports has also become a platform for 

political action between the two countries, 
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and when one of the countries has shown lax-

ity or narrow-mindedness in facilitating the 

conditions for the presence of athletes in its 

soil, the other side has also reacted. There-

fore, it can be said that sports have been the 

key tool for the implicit orientation of the 

two countries against each other in the se-

cond place after political issues. 

In fact, the sports contacts between Iran 

and the United States formed and continued 

from 1998 to 2021 can be useful in influenc-

ing the decision of the two countries to re-

view their relations. They can also help thaw 

the ice between officials on both sides as a 

result of shared sporting interests, a common 

sense of a particular sport or team, and a par-

ticular sport. But sports communication by 

itself cannot lead to better deep political dip-

lomatic relations. Both the American gov-

ernment and the Iranian government are in-

volved in a complex two-level game in which 

an internal coalition in favor of foreign policy 

must be put together before implementing 

that foreign policy; And mastering and agree-

ing on the rules of this game is much more 

difficult than the rules of wrestling and foot-

ball. But we have seen that sports have been 

able to provide grounds for de-escalation and 

mutual understanding in cultural and even 

political dimensions between the two coun-

tries, so the function of sports in strengthen-

ing the relations between the two countries is 

very prominent. 
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